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Abstract—In this paper we present, for the first time in Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) research, a novel application for music composition. We developed, based on the I²R NeuroComm BCI platform, a novel Graphical User Interface (GUI) to allow composition of short melodies by selecting individual musical notes. The user can select any individual musical key (quarter note with Do, Ré, Mi, Fa, Sol, La, Si, Do, etc.), insert a silence (quarter rest), delete (Del) the last note to correct the composition, or listen (Play) to the final melody, shown in text form and as a musical partition. Our BCI system for music composition has been successfully demonstrated and shown to be, with very short training time, effective and easy to use.

This work is the first step towards a more intelligent BCI system that will extend current BCI-based Virtual Reality (VR) navigation for e.g. exploring a Virtual Synthesizer Museum/shop, in which the user would first move around within the virtual museum/shop and at the point of interest would try the synthesizer by composing music. More advanced modes (e.g. musical puzzle) with various levels of difficulty will be added in future developments as well as using the OpenVibe environment and mobile platforms such as the Apple’s iPAD.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last few decades, Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) has gained undoubtedly popularity. From its first invention, traced back to 1973 with the research work of J. Vidal [1], and early years with pioneer research by J. Wolpaw [2][3], BCI has become a very active research field with a consequent literature as shown in a recent bibliometric study [4].

BCI are communication systems which enable users to send commands to computers (or any apparatus) by using brain activity only, this activity being generally measured by ElectroEncephaloGraphy (EEG) [5]. Today BCI systems find their applications in communication with word spellers [6][7] and control of wheelchair [8] and prosthesis [9]. We also witnessed new applications with robotic-arm rehabilitation for stroke patients [10], navigation in Virtual Reality (VR) [11], gaming [12] and even space [13].

BCI systems have yet to show their true potential for musical applications. Miranda and colleagues demonstrated some BCI systems [14][15] for controlling music, with however limited scope, influencing high-level of music such as rhythm and mood, thus making its effectiveness rather subjective to assess. Nevertheless, recent neuroscience studies are now probing some interesting links between the human brain and music. One study [16] investigated, for example, brain activities of adults and children processing music using functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) [17], another showing how music training leads to the development of timbre-specific gamma band activity [18]. A study in [19] detailed the recovery of a pianist from stroke.

Such findings motivated us to investigate the potential of BCI in music for composition encompassing the topics of gaming [20], entertainment and possibly rehabilitation (for e.g., in the treatment of autism [21][22]). We believe that there was a need to link BCI systems with music 1) to investigate other communication channel than spelling words, 2) to explore new BCI applications which could also provide novel ways of entertainment, and finally, 3) to stimulate brain-storming on future BCI research avenues while reviewing the limitations of the current state-of-the-art. Inspired from previous P300-based speller research [23], we thus proposed to investigate BCI for musical composition, i.e. allowing the user to compose (insert or delete a note in a musical partition and play) a short and simple melody using only his/her brain waves. More complex musical structures, such as chords, which would require a more sophisticated interface, are left for future work.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we give a brief introduction to Brain Computer Interface, present the I²R NeuroComm BCI platform with hardware and software components, and development of the new Graphical User Interface (GUI) for the musical composition. In Section III we discuss the achievements of this project and suggest future work.

II. BRAIN-COMPUTER INTERFACE (BCI)

A. Overview of the NeuroComm BCI platform

Our BCI is based on the BCI NeuroComm platform developed at the Institute for Infocomm Research (I²R), Singapore. More details about this BCI NeuroComm and some of its applications can be found in [24]. Figure 1
Figure 1. Overview of a typical BCI system [24]

Figure 2. EEG recording with a) head cap and b) 10-20 system electrode locations

shows a conceptual diagram of the BCI system’s internals. It consists of various software modules linked to the hardware and more specifically the configuration console, for the application interface (i.e. Graphical User Interface), the data acquisition module and signal processing (with classification). Briefly, the GUI provides the front-end for the user to interact, while the data acquisition module deals with the EEG hardware data flow, with finally the signal processing module processing the EEG data (short segments called trials), extracting important features such as the P300 waveform [25], and after correct classification, updating the GUI to provide feedback to the user. The GUI flashed randomly the GUI buttons which trigger the P300 waveform of the user, following the standard oddball paradigm [23].

B. Hardware

The hardware components consist of a NuAmps Digital EEG Amplifier from NeuroScan Labs connected to an EEG head cap, as shown in Figure 2(a), fitted with electrodes following the standard 10-20 system location [26] (See Figure 2(b)). From the 32 available channels we use 15 channels with F3, Fz, F4, FC3, FCz, FC4, C3, Cz, C4, P3, Pz, P4, CP3, CPz, CP4. The NeuroComm BCI platform communicates with the hardware via the Application Programming Interface (API), buffering in real-time the EEG data. BCI setup can be seen from the demonstration video1, with more technical details in [24].

C. P300-based BCI System

Part of general BCI NeuroComm platform is included a P300-based speller system based on the Asynchronous BCI research reported in [23]. The P300 [25] wave is an Event Related Potential (ERP) ring approximately 300ms after an elicited by infrequent, task-relevant stimuli, in our case randomly visual flashing of the GUI buttons (See lower part of the GUI in Figure 3). This is usually achieved using the oddball paradigm in which low-probability targets are mixed with high-probability ones. As the user concentrates his/her attention onto a specific button, the occurring ERP will appear in the EEG traces and subsequently extracted and classified to control the application interface.

D. GUI Software development

The software development has been carried out using the Microsoft Visual Studio (VS). The work has been focused on the main GUI form and associated GUI component to display the melody in form of text at the top and of real musical partition. Buttons for inserting specific notes were created plus one for deleting the last note (Del) and one for playing the final melody (Play). The final GUI is shown in Figure 3 and the demonstration screen-shots shown in Figure 4(c) and Figure 4(d). When the Play is selected, the application plays the melody with the Windows Sound system. The rest of the BCI application is based on the original f2R asynchronous P300-based speller research [23]. The main contribution of this project is on the musical composition and design of the novel GUI for this specific purpose. More information can be found in FYP Report [27]

E. Novice/Expert Modes

Although the normal mode is simple enough to allow the user to compose melodies, we believe that more advanced modes for expert users can be incorporated in future developments. These include a missing note and musical puzzle modes. In the missing mode the user is shown a small melody with one or two notes missing from the partition display. The system will play the tune and including the

1Videos at http://www.tech.plymouth.ac.uk/spmc/brahim/BCI-Music/
missing notes. The user will have to recognize the missing note and use the BCI system to select and insert them. If the right note is input by the user the system display a congratulation message and replay the tune to the user. If the user does not manage to find the right missing note, the system will try to propose the user with a less complicated tune. The complexity here is adjusted/modulated by the pitch difference of the the notes for e.g. A musical puzzle with an even more elaborate GUI could be designed in which a set of predefined notes are randomly presented to the user. The task will then be to re-organize the notes into the right melody (with presented cues). We believe that the current BCI system is the first step toward BCI systems with mode Artificial Intelligence (AI) that will help a great deal with the issues of usage and learning.

III. DISCUSSION

As shown in a recent bibliometric study [4], there is growing interest in both research and development for BCI. However, current applications demonstrated are mainly centered on communication with word spelling, control with wheelchair, rehabilitation with neoprostheses.

In this work we proposed, for the first time, to investigate BCI systems for musical composition. We argued that, like spelling words, creating short melody can provide an enjoyable experience for BCI users. A novel BCI system was developed and evaluated. This feasibility study and preliminary results are encouraging, with users assuring that the system robust (i.e. methodically evaluated [28]), easy and fun to use.

GUI will be further developed to include half (i) and eighth (i) notes, and even accommodate more complex musical structures such as chords such as found in professional music composition software (e.g. Finale Music Composing & Notation software).

This work is the first step toward the developments of BCI-based control of musical devices, such as Electronic Musical Instruments (EMI). To date only limited BCI research related to music has been published, with some attempt to influence music (rhythm or mood) and some investigations on EEG sonification [29], we believe that BCI can be used to control and adjust a synthesizer’s sound parameters.

We believe that future BCI systems are likely to integrate more intelligence compared to the current and rather simplistic and limited paradigm. We could, for e.g., incorporate monitoring of the user’s concentration [30][31] to adapt the level of difficulty (as in novice/expert modes) and include other multi-modalities with haptic feedback [32]. Novel research avenues would investigate brain activities for when the user imagine to press piano key piano action (motor imagery) and also imagine the piano sound (music imagery). Additional haptic feedback would also provide natural sensory mechanism related to sound vibrations.

The current project, based on the NeuroComm BCI platform, allowed to demonstrate the feasibility of BCI system for musical composition. In the future we are likely to use the OpenVibe [33], a free open-source BCI platform for research and development. Its demonstrations with Virtual Reality (VR) [11] systems make us believe that we could extend this project into a Virtual Synthesizer Museum, in which one would use BCI to move within a virtual museum and, at the point of interest, allow the user to compose music with a selected synthesizer and possibly control few sound’s parameters.

Finally the mobile platforms, such as Google’s Android-based devices and Apple’s iPAD, can be considered as future portable platforms for BCI systems, in particular in the light of free Software Development Kit (SDK) and hardware resources such as GPU/CUDA [34].
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